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The VC View: The DevSecOps Evolution and Getting "Shift Left" Right | SecurityWeek.Com 
SecurityWeek 
... must-have approach and product security is the most seamless path to make it happen – 
led by the emergence of the engineering-centric CISO 
 
Cybersecurity M&A Roundup: 42 Deals Announced in April 2022  
SecurityWeek 
 42 cybersecurity-related merger and acquisition (M&A) deals were announced in April 
2022. 
 
Cloud Migration is in Full Swing: How to Achieve Security at Every Stage of Adoption 
Infosecurity Magazine 
When deployed with real-time EASM platforms, CISOs can ensure nothing is missed when 
configuring new CSPM tools. Detecting and Managing Exposed  
 
Israel Raises Cyber Standards in Bid to Boost Digital Defenses - Bloomberg Law 
Bloomberg Law 
Qualcomm Technologies Inc. has agreed to settle a lawsuit accusing a former engineer of 
misappropriating confidential and proprietary information, .. 
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German Financial Watchdog Warns of 'Very Big' Risk of Cyberattacks | Technology News 
USNews.com 
BaFin has long warned about cyber risks, but the statements mark a harsher tone. "The war 
has made cyberattacks on the German financial sector more .. 
 
How ransomware shut down an English council - New Statesman 
New Statesman 
Cyber Security: The global threat landscape. “Councils, like many organisations and 
individuals globally, frequently face attempted cyber attacks,”  
 
Revenue dips for cyber firm Avast following Russian exit and acquisitions - City AM 
City AM 
Revenue was down one per cent to $234.6m (£187.3m) for cyber security firm Avast as the 
firm rolls out new products and makes strategic 
 
Strengthening cyber defences with digital twins 
Teiss 
Digital twin technology is revolutionising many sectors in the physical world, from 
manufacturing to urban planning. Cyber-security teams are also using this powerful 
technology to design and test IT security 
 
Nobody Knows Where the Red Line Is for Cyberwarfare  
Bloomberg Law 
 A common explanation for why the Soviet Union never used nuclear weapons during the 
Cold War was the expectation that any attack would likely prompt a devastating nuclear 
response.  
 
Researchers find over 400 vulnerabilities in defense industrial base bug bounty effort  
The Record by Recorded Future 
A year-long bug bounty program that scrutinized a fraction of the massive U.S. defense 
industrial base turned up more than 400 valid vulnerabilities, the effort’s organizers 
announced Monday. 
 
Former FBI Cyber Expert Jason Fickett Joins Booz Allen  

WashingtonExec 

Booz Allen Hamilton announced that former FBI cyber expert Jason Fickett has joined the 

firm as a leader of national cyber strategy, with the goal of 

 
Chinese Hackers Caught Exploiting Popular Antivirus Products to Target Telecom Sector  
The Hacker News 
China-aligned "Moshen Dragon" cyberespionage group has been caught using abusing popular 
antivirus products to sideload malware. 
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7 threat detection challenges CISOs face and what they can do about it - Help Net Security 
Help Net Security 
Here are some of the threat detection program challenges CISOs are facing and tips on how 
they can improve their security operations 
 
Someone Hacked a Merger - Bloomberg 
Bloomberg.com 
Merger diversion. Once, as I have had occasion to recall recently, I was a mergers-and-
acquisitions lawyer. As the junior associate on most of  
 
Cyber-war gaming: A cybersecurity tabletop exercise - TechTarget 
TechTarget 
Cyber-war gaming via cybersecurity tabletop exercises helps strengthen ... "You always run 
the risk it's not worth the cost because you're testing . 
 
Why do British companies face a greater risk of email breaches? 
Teiss 
Data shows that email breaches are a particular problem for UK businesses; decisive action 
is needed to increase security 
 
Cybersecurity Without Automation Is A Losing Game - Forbes 
Forbes 
Once the solutions are implemented, CISOs must maintain communication with their 
colleagues to keep them updated on how the automated cybersecurity . 
 
Five companies join NCSC for Startups to deal with ransomware - Computer Weekly 
Computer Weekly 
The UK's National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) has chosen five startups to help address the 
persistent threat of ransomware attacks. 
 
Why Accenture's New Security Chief Aims To Hire More Non-IT Workers To 
Combat Cybercrime 
CRN 
But Dal Cin, formerly Accenture's cybersecurity chief for Europe, says fighting 
cybercriminals isn't just about technology. It's also about  
 
Colonial Pipeline One Year Later: What’s Changed?  
Digital Shadows 
For the first half of 2021, ransomware groups looked unstoppable. Ransomware gangs were 
adding victim after victim on their dark web data leak sites, displaying an unprecedented 
level of technical sophistication and corporate-like organization.  
 
Building a cyber threat intelligence practice 
Teiss 
Organisational maturity in using cyber threat intelligence ranges from “basic” to “business-
critical asset”. How can organisations tell where they on this spectrum? 
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